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Los Embera y Los Cuna: impacto y reaccion ante la ocupacion espaflola, siglos
XVI y XVII. Por Patricia Vargas. (Bogota: CEREC/lnstituto Colombiano de
Antropologia-Colcultura, 1993. 199 pp. Ilustraciones, mapas, cuadros, notas,
bibliografia. Precio no disponible.)
Thirty years ago, a new generation of Colombian historians
successfully challenged the national and regional Academias de Historia and
the traditional canons of Colombian historiography. Today their students are
graduating with newly minted master's degrees in history, replacing the old
guard, staffing universities, and winning fellowships to study abroad for their
doctorates. Some of the better monographs now being published in Colombia
are the product of these maestrfa programs.
Such is the case with this history of the Spanish impact on the Indians
of the Colombian Choc6 in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Patricia
Vargas first took a master's in Anthropology at Los Andes and then a master's
in Andean History at El Valle under German Colmenares. The story she
presents is an old one, beginning 500 years ago, and continuing today as the
conflict between individual Indian societies and the modem nation-state.
Vargas traces the fault lines of power, language, the learning of Christian
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relevant to Vargas' chosen topic, it seems to verify Spanish reports which have
been presumed discredited in recent years.
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